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Presentation
The remaining of this proposal is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the list of participants and the history of the collaboration. Section 2 presents the scientific context of this
project, its main and specific objectives and the work-program for the first year. Section 3
presents the budget for the project. Section 4 lists the added value of this project. The document ends with a list of references.

1

Partnership

1.1

Detailed list of participants

The Polaris project team is the only I NRIA project team involved. From the brazilian side, the
members are from the Informatics Institute of U FRGS. The Table 1 below shows the list of
permanent participants. The non-permanent researchers are listed in Table 2. Please note that
the list might evolve since new students might get involved in the next years. The area of
expertise indicates on which domain the investigation of student mostly lies.
Table 1: Permanent members, their affiliation and status.
Name
Team
Status
Main expertise
Guillaume Huard
I NRIA-Polaris Associate Professor
Performance evaluation
R E D A S Coordinator Software Engineering
Jean-Marc Vincent
I NRIA-Polaris Associate Professor
Statistics
Information Theory
Arnaud Legrand
I NRIA-Polaris Researcher
Reproducible Research
Polaris Leader
Performance Modeling
Lucas Mello Schnorr U FRGS
Adjunct Professor
Performance Evaluation
R E D A S Coordinator Trace Analysis & Workflow
João Comba
U FRGS
Associate Professor
Information Visualization
Data Science

Table 2: Non-permanent members, their affiliation, status and area of expertise.
Name
Origin Status
Area of Expertise
Tom Cornebize
Polaris PhD Candidate Data Analytics for HPC
Nils Defauw
Polaris Master
Information Theory and Aggregation
Flora Gautheron Polaris Master
Data Analytics for Social Sciences
Cicero Pahins
U FRGS Post-doc
Efficient Data Structures
for Big Data Visual Analysis
Vinicius G. Pinto U FRGS PhD Candidate Task-based Performance Analysis
Lucas Nesi
U FRGS Master
Task-based Performance Analysis
Guilherme Alles U FRGS Master
Phenology analysis

1.2

Nature and history of the collaboration

The collaboration between U FRGS and Grenoble is active since 1992 in domains such as HighPerformance Computing. More recently, we have seen the establishment of new areas of investigation such as trace visualization and data science. This project intends to support this
3

recent involvement and effectively represents a renewing of the cooperation between U FRGS
and Grenoble. We gather complementary skills from the participants to make this project possible. The Polaris members have knowledge in information theory, data aggregation, statistical
learning, and parallel systems. The U FRGS members have experience with information visualization, data manipulation, data science, and parallel programming. All members have a
strong interest in reproducible research with an active involvement in open science and improvement of research methodologies. This complementarity has been recently translated in
several co-advised Master and PhD students supported by CAPES/Cofecub projects. As of
September 2018, there is one PhD candidate being co-advised between Grenoble-Alpes University and U FRGS.
LICIA1 has been financed by CNRS between 2011 and 2018 as a Laboratoire International
Associé (LIA) with the objective to support new scientific collaborations on new domains with
other teams at U FRGS. While, at the beginning, the high performance computing area was at
the heart of the LICIA activities, now, its action enabled the appearance of new collaborations
in other domains, including the data science which is the main topic of R E D A S. An Associate
Team would be a excellent opportunity for this group of researchers to secure the collaboration
in the data science topic.

2

Scientific Program

2.1

Context and Objective

We present a proposal for the Associated Team 2019–2021 call issued by I NRIA, together with
our partners from the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (U FRGS), Porto Alegre, Brazil.
The main scientific context of this project is to develop novel analysis techniques and workflow
methodologies to support reproducible data science. We aim at leveraging the proposed methods to tackle analysis scenarios coming from computer science (performance analysis of parallel computer programs), biology (long-term phenology behavior analysis and correlation with
climate change), and general public datasets from government transparency reports (public
transportation, weather data, geographical correlation). We organize this general goal along
three axes: (1) analysis techniques that will enable the construction of relevant information
from large scale and noisy data, (2) workflow methodologies to combine the previous analysis techniques into a reproducible computation and (3) case studies originating from different
domains to evaluate the relevance of our proposals. These axes become the work packages of
the R E D A S (R EPRODUCIBLE D ATA S CIENCE) project, detailed as follows:
1. Analysis Techniques: large volumes of data are hard to summarize using simple statistics that hides important behavior in the data. Therefore, raw information visualization
plays a key role to explore such data, in particular when curating data and trying to develop intuition about the mathematical models underlying data. Yet, such visualizations
require data aggregation, which may lead to significant information loss. It is thus essential to investigate adaptive data aggregation schemes that enable the reduction of the
data while controlling the information loss.
Once sound hypothesis about the data have been made, it is common to use statistical learning techniques (such as K-means, PCA, Ridge/Lasso, GAMs, CART, etc) [26] to
find the model (and its parameters) that maximize the likelihood. These key characteristics of the phenomenon under study can be interpreted only if uncertainty associated to
1
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these parameters [25] can be computed (e.g., estimating their posterior distribution using Monte Carlo Markov Chain techniques [24]) and properly visualized. The main goal
of this work package is thus to study how these different techniques (data aggregation,
statistical learning, and information visualization) can be combined in a sound way and
possibly to propose new ones.
2. Workflow methodologies: the analysis process often involves a mix of tools to produce
the end result. The data has to be filtered before it can be passed to some standard statistical tool to, eventually, produce some projection of the transformed data that can be
visualized and studied by the analyst. Furthermore, the process is interactive: when
the analyst is unsatisfied with the end result, a part of the analysis has to be changed
to produce a new visualization. These adaptations of the whole analysis typically start
from intermediate data and only a part of the analysis has to be rerun. The issue comes
with the increasing size of these analysis, the disparity of the analysis tools and the large
space of analysis parameters. Indeed standard analysis tools are written in various languages (R, Python, C, a mix of them, . . . ) that make their combination difficult. As they
all require several parameters, the analyst is tempted to keep many variants of the intermediate data in order to interactively adapt the analysis. Soon, the question of data
provenance (how this dataset has been produced) become of utter importance in order to
ensure reproducibility. As the computing cost of large scale analysis keeps on increasing,
the problem only gets worse: large analysis should be distributed without losing track of
all the steps in the process. The objective of this work package is to leverage workflow
and labbook techniques to ensure that a whole analysis process is interactive, efficient
and reproducible.
3. Evaluation: In the previous work packages we will propose both a theoretical and practical methodology whose relevance should be evaluated with real case studies. We will
build our evaluation on well identified and quite different datasets originating from the
following three areas, on which we already have some past experience:
Performance analysis of HPC applications These applications and their underlying runtimes tend to be increasingly complex and dynamic. As a consequence, their execution traces become too large and impossible to analyze with classical tools. We
have started investigating the use of data science tools to analyze such traces. Initial
results are extremely encouraging but still suffer from many scalability issues. We
believe the workflow organization would allow us to overcome this limitation, and
to conduct deeper performance analysis.
Long-term phenology behavior analysis and correlation with climate change The phenology is the study of plant grow through the use of digital cameras attached to towers installed in the middle of the natural environments. These cameras take photos
every a certain number of minutes and enable the researcher to verify how certain
species grow, including their relation with the climate. We plan to use the PEN
(Phenology Eyes Network) datasets, a Japanese effort to congregate data from several observation stations around the world. For this dataset, specific analysis blocks
have to be designed to eventually shape the analysis into the form of a reproducible
workflow.
General public datasets from governement transparency reports All public Brazilian institutions are obliged by law to provide datasets about any publicly-financed data
measurements. The city of Porto Alegre has long-term weather datasets that contain temperature, pressure and other indicators from different parts of the city. The
5

goal in this case study is very exploratory, for example to envision a way to represent such data in a geographical manner to verify if certain parts of the city may
suffer from flash flood more than others. This may effectively serve to plan new
rain drainage systems for the city. In this case the challenge comes from the dimensionality of the dataset. We claim that an interactive approach is especially suited
for the guided exploration of such a dataset.

Executive Summary
The goal of this project is thus to
develop interactive, reproducible and scalable analysis workflows (tools)
that provide uncertainty and quality estimators about the analysis (quality)
This will enable the analyst to understand the behaviors hidden in complex datasets collected in large scale dynamic systems, and to proceed with confidence. We intend to leverage various techniques from information theory, data analytics, workflows methodologies and
high performance computing to achieve this goal. This will take the form of deep investigations on the first two axis of this collaboration proposal, since they tackle problems at different
levels : the low-level (analysis blocks) and the high-level (workflow methodologies).
An anticipated challenge is the convergence of these two axis towards a single framework.
Tackling this challenge involves finding a good case study scenario that might encompass
the whole analysis process. The three case studies we propose enable us to conduct a wide
spectrum of analysis, serving perfectly our goal.

2.2

Work-program (for the first year)

The L ICIA workshop is taking place in September 2018 at Grenoble, France. The coordinators
will take this opportunity to engage in the first part of the work program. In the following,
we detail the per-axis work program, the problems that we aim at solving, the very high-level
methodology, the participants involved and the planned scientific missions. Table 3 shows
how the permanent members are mapped to the three axis of this collaboration proposal. At
the end of the first year, we plan a visit of Guillaume Huard to Porto Alegre to complete
the integration of the Analysis Techniques with the Workflow methodologies and transfer the
result on the case studies and transfer the whole process on the French side, especially on
parallel application cases developed in Grenoble.
Table 3: Permament members mapped to the three axis.
Axis
Participants
Analysis Techniques
Guillaume Huard, Jean-Marc Vincent, João Comba
Workflow methodologies Guillaume Huard, Arnaud Legrand, Lucas Mello Schnorr
Evaluation
Arnaud Legrand, Lucas Mello Schnorr, João Comba

2.2.1

Analysis Techniques

We plan a visit in Brasil involving Guillaume Huard to transfer the analysis techniques developed in Grenoble to Porto Alegre. More specifically this will concern the aggregation based on
entropy techniques as well as new exploratory works on the characterization of information.
These techniques are especially suited to spot anomalies or irregular patterns in a very large
6

dataset. We expect significant advances in the two first case studies (parallel applications and
long term phenology) in which we want to differentiate expected behaviors from unexpected
ones (anomalies, infrequent cases, pathological cases, . . . ) in large and mostly regular data.
2.2.2

Workflow methodologies

Arnaud Legrand and Lucas Mello Schnorr already have a strong experience regarding the
use of workflows for interactive and reproductible analysis. We plan a visit from Arnaud
Legrand in Porto Alegre to further strengthen this common expertise. The goal will be to
explore new techniques (parallel workflows, leveraging MapReduce paradigm) and validate
then through the case studies. In particular, the first and the third cases (parallel applications
and public datasets) will benefit from these advances because of their size and dimensionality.
Parallel workflow will enable the analysis to scale while the interactive analysis will enable the
exploration of high dimensionality datasets.
2.2.3

Evaluation

Although case studies are already taken into account by the other axes, it seems important
to mention that the third case study (public datasets) has already been involved in a common
work regarding social impacts and dissemination between Jean-Marc Vincent and Lucas Mello
Schnorr (resulting in a common master course between Grenoble and Porto Alegre). We plan
a visit in Porto Alegre from Jean-Marc Vincent to pursue work in this direction. The objectives
are two-fold: advance in the analysis of this case study and continue with the dissemination of
the eventual results.

3
3.1

Budget
Budget (for the first year)

According to I NRIA call we propose the same budget structure for each year. Table 4 provides
a summary of the expected items: four visits per year with 9 days on average in Brazil, and a
light support for the organization of an annual workshop in France. Whenever possible, we
may also use the budget to support PhD students from Brazil to spent some weeks in Grenoble.
The goal is to let the student get acquainted with the research environment and in preparation
for longer term missions, funded by CAPES/Cofecub for instance. Such strategy has proven
successful for the previous experiences, increasing student productivity from the first day.
Table 4: Budget for one year.
Description
4 air tickets for Brazil (1200€ each)
36 accommodation expenses for one person in Brazil (112 € per day)
Workshop organization
T OTAL FOR EVERY YEAR

3.2

Budget
4800 €
4032 €
1200 €
10032 €

Strategy to get additional funding

The members of the associated team proposal have a solid experience in securing funding.
They already acted as coordinators of CAPES/Brafitec and CAPES/Cofecub projects, the latter being one of the most succesful since it provides long-term PhD stays in France funded
7

by the Brazilian government (1.5 year with a cotutelle agreement). As of today, some of the
members of the associated team proposal are involved in a CAPES/Cofecub project called
“Group Formation, Analysis, and Visualization in Big Data” and focused on the analysis of
social network data.
We currently lack solutions to provide additional funding on the research theme proposed
by this associated team. The L ICIA Laboratory, that used to fund short-term visits in both
directions, comes to an end in 2018 and the EU/Brasil H2020 project called HPC4E2 has been
put in the waiting list with minor chances to get some funding from the European Comission.
Of course, the members keep attentive to Brazil-Europe calls that can be used to take extra
funding to support member’s research.

4

Added value

João Comba (U FRGS) is an expert in visual analytics, which is precisely an expertise that Polaris members lack. The French side, in particular Jean-Marc Vincent and Arnaud Legrand,
has a strong theoretical background in statistical learning and information theory while the
Brazilian side (both Lucas Mello Schnorr and João Comba) has a more practical background
on parallel workflows and data manipulation. All members have a common interest for reproducible research and have several practical contributions in this domain (e.g. through the
systematic adoption of laboratory notebooks and of R pipelines). Both sides have experience
in developing trace visualization tools and analysing data from different application domains.
For instance, Guillaume Huard has been the main architect of FrameSoc [22] while Lucas Mello
Schnorr developed Triva [13] and other related tools.
Our teams are thus quite complementary and, at the same time, build on a common expertise. This combination enables very fruitful collaborations.
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